
Cash withdrawal Generate Order Listing Prepare DO Listing Create Invoice Official Receipt
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For Lazada and 
Shoppee, Finance to 
perform weekly 
withdrawal on Monday.

For Tiktok, Finance to do 
withdrawal twice a 
month.

For Wowshop, payment 
received by payment 
term.

refund 
order ?

 DO pending?

The data needed in the 
compliation of OR:
- Order number
- Invoice number
- Invoice subtotal

AR team print the OR listing, 
and key in the expenses in 
ABAS, and check for double 
entry.

After compile OR, knock off 
in ABAS, based on OR listing 
in ABAS debit outstanding 
settlement
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Cash withdrawal

Generate order listing

Create CN

Yes

AR team get the updates of refund fees 
by checking the payment
wallet daily. Once the fees refunded, AR 
team informs e-Marketing
and make a remark in Wrike in the same 
tasks. The fund will be
captured as expenses in payment 
listings.

- e-Marketing needs to check the 
overcharged shipping fees with 
Shopee.

- e-Marketing requires to submit form to 
Shopee to claim the overcharged 
shopping fees via e-mail and inform 
AR team via Wrike.

If there is any returned goods, 
e-Marketing needs to cross check the 
items with:
1. Customer
2. Lazada system
3. Warehouse

e-Marketing needs to confirm if the 
goods has returned. If the goods is not 
returned, e-Marketing needs to check the 
damage details and provide the reasons 
of damage details.

There are two conditions of reasoning:
1. If customer rejects the goods,  

e-Marketing needs to request the 
customer/ courier service returns the 
goods to warehouse.

2. If the goods is damanged or lost, 
e-Marketing requires to submit claim 
form

Prepare DO listing

No

Create Invoice

E-Marketing

Verification

Yes

No Post OR

Compile 
payment slip, 
OR, Wrike task 
- Scan & filing 
to the filing 
system.

AR team needs to validate the payment and DO listing by cross
checking the amount of downloaded payment list from marketplace
and its order number.
Upon checking DO listings, if:
1. No DO number or customer code, AR team inform e-Marketing
by providing DO number and requests e-Marketing to find out the
reasons.
2. DO is not posted, AR team inform warehouse to check DO status
by providing DO number.
3. There is no issue in DO listings, AR team shall proceed to the next
step to convert DO into invoice.
AR team needs to upload Excel into ABAS including:
- Transaction date
- Entry date
- Customer code
- Product code
- Quantity
- Unit price
- Order number
- DO number
- Cost center

Upon checking payment listing, if:
1. AR team notices the auto 

deduction/refunds from Shopee and 
Lazada, AR team needs to provide 
order number and request e-Marketing 
to perform the checking of reversal 
item.

2. If no issue with the payment listing, AR 
team proceeds to issue Credit Note 
(CN)

3. There are 3 conditions trigger AR team 
to issue CN:

4. a. Customer returns the purchased 
item 

5. b.Customer did not receive the 
purchased item

6. c. Technical/ System error in 
Lazada/Shopee (e-platform releases 
payment but customer did not receive 
the purchased item) in the case of 
technical/ system error of e-platform, 
the e-Marketing team is responsible to 
investigate the case.
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